This paper presents an efficient and simple quad edge conversion method of polygonal (manifold) objects. In a wide variety of applications such as scientific visualization, virtual reality and computer aided geometric design, polygonal objects are expected to be visualized and manipulated within a given time constraint. To achieve these expectations, it is necessary to introduce an efficient data structure as well as high performance graphics hardware and real-time processing techniques such as simplification and level of details. The quad edge data structure is very efficient for handling polygonal objects even though it was originally designed to handle the subdivisions of manifold objects such as Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams. It, however, has not been used widely because there is no efficient algorithm for quad edge conversion of conventional polygonal objects.
Introduction
Depending on the applications, 3D geometric objects are described in a various representations: boundary representations (B-reps) such as polygons and polyhedron, space subdivision representations such as octree, and constructive representation such as constructive solid geometry (CSG). These representations show the different characteristics in accordance with their computational models. The constructive representation is compact in data size, efficient in design and elegant in code, however, B-rep is faster in geometric computing, for example, when it is used in boolean operations, it will considerably improve its operational speed. Compared with other representations, the B-rep shows an efficiency and can be used in a various computing environments. Therefore, B-rep has became the most popular representation in computer graphics, and it has been used in a wide variety of applications, such as solid modeling, scientific visualization and simulation, and computer aided geometric design.
The polygonal objects, as one of the most popular B-reps, have become increasingly complex, consisting of several millions of vertices and edges in accordance with the enhancement of 3D acquisition and modeling systems. And also, with development of high performance graphics I/O devices, the demands for high resolution and fast processing (real-time processing) have been increased. Although the performance of graphics hardware has improved dramatically, additional innovations in software technologies are necessary to produce the performances that demanded by the users. In addition, a well defined and efficient data structure is necessary to effectively manipulate the polygonal models, and to provide its users with more interaction.
So far, many data representations to efficiently manipulate polygonal manifold objects have been published in a number of literatures. 2, 3, 6, 8, 10 Based on the principal elements used to describe the faces in polygonal objects, the literatures can be classified into two groups; the vertex-based representation and the edge-based representation. In general, every time the vertex coordinates appear, the vertex also appears in the faces. The vertex-based data representation saves the storage space by eliminating this redundancy by introducing vertices as independent entities. However, in applications with geometric operations between neighboring faces such as rendering and simplification, the vertex-based data representation degenerates time efficiency. One of the most popular implementations is the object file format (OFF). 9 The edge-based representation makes an optimal compromise between space and time efficiency. In other words, instead of permitting a degeneration of space efficiency, it takes an advantage of time efficiency. Thus, it allows an explicit face-face neighborhood information. It represents a face boundary in terms of closing sequence of edges as well as vertices of the face only through the edges. This edge-based data representation has been used most widely in graphics applications with a lot of geometric operations. The most popular edge-based data representations are a winged-edge, 2,10 a half edge, 8 and a quad edge.
4,7
The winged-edge representation, a pioneer edge-based data structure developed by Baumgart, is a bi-directional incident graph with ordering information added as links between edges. The graph represents only orientable manifold objects. Each edge has eight pointers: two vertices (PVT, NVT), two faces (PF, NF), and four incident edges that share the same faces and vertices (PCW, PCCW, NCW, NCCW). Since the two symmetric parts in the winged-edge correspond to the two possible orientations of the edge, a pointer to the edge does not encode the orientation it is currently set with. To solve this orientation problem, the winged-edge needs to maintain an additional bit with each edge-pointer to encode the orientation.
This orientation problem in the winged-edge can be solved by splitting the edge into two symmetric records called half-edges, and adding the mutual links to each other. Each half-edge contains a pointer to the incident vertex, the incident face, and the opposite half-edge. The half-edge data representation can model orientable 2-manifolds. It is sufficient for modeling topology even in the presence of loops and multi-edges that can occur in curved-surface environments. High-level operations maintaining integrity are Euler operators.
The quad edge data representation can be obtained by performing both halving steps for the half-edge data representation. It provides a fully symmetric and unified view on the primal and the dual graph. To address a slot in an edge record of four quad-edges, it uses a two bit counter instead of an opposite pointer. The usual Euler operators can be easily implemented in terms of Splice, which is only topological operator of the quad edge representation. As for the advantages of quad edge representation, even though it represents both the primal and the dual graph, its storage size is comparable to winged-edge and half-edge data representation. Furthermore, it allows an uniform access to the dual and mirror-image graphs, and it allows linear running time in the number of edges.
In this paper, as the data structure to manipulate polygonal manifold objects, we adopt the quad edge data representation. 4 Since the quad edge conversion of a conventional polygonal data is difficult and an efficient conversion algorithm is yet to be worked out, the quad edge data structure was not used in a wide variety applications. Here, however, we give an efficient and simple quad edge conversion algorithm of a polygonal manifold objects. Through this algorithm, we can construct the quad edge data representation of the conventional polygonal objects. After this construction, we apply a various geometric operations such as adding, removing, and moving of faces and edges to the quad edge data representation. Thus, the main contribution of our algorithm is that it well promote the use of the quad edge data representation in a wide variety of geometric applications such as simplification.
For handling nonmanifold objects, we first need to divide them into a set of manifold objects. After that, by applying our incremental quad edge conversion algorithm for each manifold object, we can obtain a quad edge representation of nonmanifold objects.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we will establish the definitions and terminologies for this paper. In Sec. 3, we will review a quad edge data structure and its topological operator Splice. In Sec. 4, we will describe the modified version of the quad edge data structure and the details of our incremental quad edge conversion method of a polygonal manifold object. In Sec. 5, we will describe the implementation of simplification method of polygonal objects as an application of quad edge data structure. Finally, we will give the conclusions of this paper.
Preliminaries
In this section, we will give preliminary formalism, definitions and terminologies that will be used in this paper. The sources for our definitions are Refs. 1, 4 and 5.
Definitions and terminologies for algebraic topology
Two subsets A and B of a topological space M are said to be separable if some neighborhood of A is disjoint from some neighborhood of B; otherwise, they are said to be incident on each other. 
Definition 2.
A subdivision of a manifold M is a partition S of M into three finite collections of disjoint parts, the vertices, the edges, and faces with following properties: P 1: Every vertex is a point of M . P 2: Every edge is a line of M . P 3: Every face is a disk of M . P 4: The boundary of every face is a closed path of edges and vertices.
The collection of all edges and vertices of a subdivision S constitutes an undirected graph, the graph of S. It is possible to define subdivisions in such a way that their topological structure is completely determined by their graph. Thus, the concept of a subdivision of a manifold can be referred to as an embedding of an undirected graph on a manifold. In algebraic topology terminology, 5 we find other terminology of a subdivision of a manifold, which is as follows.
Definition 3. The geometry of a triangulated model is denoted as a tuple (K, V ), where K, called the abstracted simplicial complex, is a combinatorial structure specifying the adjacency of vertices, edges, triangles, etc., and V is a set of vertex positions specifying the shape of the model in R 3 . The geometric realization of K is called a simplicial complex or polyhedron; it is formed by an arbitrary union of points, segments, triangles, tetrahedra, etc. The topological realization of K is a manifold if for each vertex v, its open neighborhood on star (v) is homeomorphic to the disk in R 2 , where star (v) is the set of simplices of v. Thus, if a triangulated model is both a simplicial complex in terms of geometric realization and a manifold in terms of topological realization, we call it manifold simplicial complex (polyhedron).
In this paper, the terminologies, subdivision of a manifold, an embedding of an undirected graph on a manifold, a manifold simplicial complex, a polygonal manifold object, and a manifold polyhedron, are used as the equivalent terms.
From now, we give several definitions, which will be used when constructing the link of each vertex of a given original data at preprocessing stage. 5 In a subdivision of a manifold, there are three finite collections of disjoint parts; the vertices (V ), the edges (E), and the faces (F ). Then, each face is specified with a tuple of at least three vertices and is said to be incident on those vertices. An edge of a face is defined as a pair of consecutive vertices of that face. Then, the face is said to be incident on the edge, and the edge is said to be incident on the vertices. Let's assume a vertex v is a vertex on a subdivision of a manifold. The set of faces that are incident on the vertex v is called the star of v and denote by v * . The number of faces in v * is called the valence of v and denoted by v(v). To form a link of a vertex v, denoted by l(v), we first take all edges belonging to faces in v * , and then remove the edges incident on v. The link is a graph made by linking up the remaining edges. A regular vertex has a link formed of one polygonal curve; if the link is closed, then, it must be of length at least three; otherwise, the vertex is a singular vertex. If a regular vertex has a closed link, then, it is interior regular, otherwise, it is boundary regular. Figure 1 shows examples of the above definitions.
The edge functions of quad edge data representation
Since quad edge data representation is defined by the edge functions on a undirected graph, we introduce some definitions as follows. For any oriented and directed edges on a manifold surface, we define some definitions and notations. 4 As shown in Fig. 2 
(a), let us consider the ring of edges out of a vertex v.
• The origin vertex of the edge e, denoted by eOrg: some initial point of e and with respect to this point, e is outgoing. • The destination vertex of the edge e, denoted by eDest : some final point and with respect to this point, e is incoming.
• The left face of the edge e, denoted by eLeft : the face on left side of outgoing direction of e.
• The right face of the edge e, denoted by eRight : the face on right side of outgoing direction of e.
• The flipped edge of the edge e, denoted by eFlip: the same edge taken with opposite orientation and same direction.
• The symmetric of e, denoted by eSym: the same edge with the opposite direction but the same orientation as e.
• The next edge with same origin, denoted by eOnext: an immediately following CCW edge in the edge ring of eOrg.
• The next edge with same left face, denoted by eLnext : the first edge we encounter after e when moving CCW along the boundary of the face eLeft.
• The next edge with same destination, denoted by eDnext: the first edge we encounter when moving CCW from e around eDest.
• The next edge with same right face, denoted by eRnext : the first edge we encounter when moving CCW from e around eRight Similarly, the prev edges (eLprev, eOprev, eDprev, eRprev ) of e are defined in the same manner with the notation of next edges of e. Furthermore, we define eRot as a rotated 90
• CCW of e around the crossing point. Then, eRot becomes an edge in dual space with respect to vertex-face dual. 
The Quad Edge Data Representation (QER)
In this section, we review the quad edge data representation proposed by Guibas 4 and its two topological operators.
Background
The quad edge data representation (QER) was developed as a data structure to efficiently handle a subdivision of manifold objects such as Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi diagrams by Guibas and Stolfi (1985) . 4 Although QER initially seems to share many characteristics with the winged edge representation for polyhedral surface, it also has many important differences. For example, it has the ability to simultaneously and uniformly represent the primal, the dual, and the mirror-image diagrams, and to switch arbitrarily from one of these domains to another in constant time. Main advantage of the quad-edge data structure is that the construction and modification of arbitrary diagrams can be affected by as few as two basic topological operators: Splice and makeEdge. In Graphics Gems IV (1994), Dani Lischinski implemented an incremental Delaunay triangulations 7 using quad edge data structure.
The quad edge representation (QER)
An easy way describing an undirected edge is to specify its two end vertices. Since it does not keep an orientation of the edge, an orientation problem as the winged edge 2 occurs. Thus, most data structures including the half edge data structure adopt a directed edge concept. The directed edge is described by two fields; an origin vertex and a next pointer to specify its connected neighborhood edge [ Fig. 3(b) ]. So the undirected edge is completely described by two opposite directed edges. For example, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , two opposite directed edges, e 0 and e 2 completely describe the undirected edge e AB . Instead of using two directed edges, however, the QER uses four directed edges (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 and e 3 of Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) ). Two edges e 0 and e 2 are involved anyone of the edge links, which consist of the edges sharing the same origin vertex; vertex links. Other two edges e 1 and e 3 are also involved anyone of the edge links, which consist of the edges sharing the same left/right face; face links. Since the QER keeps the edge links of two types (vertex and face), it is possible to represent simultaneously and uniformly the primal, the dual and the mirror-image graph. Two edges e 0 and e 1 are in vertex-face dual and also e 2 and e 3 are in dual.
As an example, let us consider the QER of a triangle shown in Fig. 4(a) . Fig. 6 . Since this implementation keeps only one global pointer, FirstQuadEdge as an external interface to access internal elements of the quad edges, all of other quad edges should be accessed through only this pointer. In addition, the vertex has a pointer for anyone among its incident edges in order to access its link. The quad edge has four next pointers to keep its neighborhood edges, but the vertex has no pointer for its neighborhood. 
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The Splice operator Splice(A, B) as a topological operator
In a linked list, Splice operator separates two operands if they are in the same list; otherwise, it merges them into one list. To do this, Splice(A, B) cuts the links just after the two operands if they are in the same list. After that, it connects the links to the next of two operands alternatively.
S1
. If the two rings are distinct, Splice will combine them into one. S2. If the two are exactly the same ring, Splice will break it into separate pieces. S3. If the two are the same ring taken with opposite orientations, Splice will Flip off a segment of that ring. The parameters a and b determine the place, where the edge rings will be cut and joined. For the rings R(aOrg) and R(bOrg), the cuts will occur immediately after a and b; for the rings R(aLeft ) and R(bLeft ), the cut will occur immediately before aRot and bRot. Fig. 7(b) ], the effect will be precisely the opposite; the vertices are joined and the left faces are split. The following codes are the C++ implementation of splice operator.
/ / end procedure
Incremental Quad Edge Conversion
In this section, we discuss our incremental quad edge conversion method of a polygonal manifold. For more efficient and versatile computing in the QER, we modify the original implementation of the QER by Ref. 7.
The modified quad edge data representation (MQER)
In our implementation, we introduce two new classes, Face and Manifold. The class Manifold as the most higher class describes global informations of a manifold polyhedron. Even though the QER keeps the faces implicitly, to render them on the screen using Inventor and OpenGL, we need their details explicitly. For this, we introduce the class Face explicitly. Actually, it gives us a direct access from the top class Manifold to both faces and edges. The faces of a manifold are manipulated in a double linked list for an easy updating of itself. Figure 8 shows the C++ implementation of the MQER and Fig. 9 shows its hierarchical view. 
Struct
Incremental QE conversion algorithm
Let us assume the manifold polyhedron we have is given in a form of an object file format (OFF), one of the most popular implementation of the vertex based data representation was developed by Digital Equipment Corporation's Workstation Systems Engineering Team (1986) for the interchange and archiving of 3D objects. 9 Since the OFF is an ASCII-based format and is designed to be independent of languages, devices, and operating systems, it is general, flexible, and extendible file format for 3D objects. Even though it can accommodate general polygons including triangles and rectangles, we assume that it consists of only the set of triangles because the polygons can be easily triangulated by the conventional triangulation algorithms.
With a given set of triangles and vertices describing a manifold polyhedron and a new MQER, we now describe the details of our incremental quad edge conversion algorithm. Initially, the MQER is empty status, i.e., it has no edge, no vertex, and no link. At first, we construct a seed MQER by applying Splice operator three times with two edges at each vertex of a triangle. After that, we repeatedly and incrementally convert each triangle into MQER by adding its MQER to the seed MQER until all triangles are processed.
When applying Splice operator at each vertex, we should find two edges as its operand if the vertex has three edges and more. For example, Fig. 10 shows the quad edge conversion sequence of three triangles. Let us assume that the triangles are processed in a sequence of T (a, b, c), T (b, d, c) and T (d, e, c) . Since T (a, b, c) is the first triangle, its QE conversion is easily done by applying Splice operator with two edges at its each vertex. Then, the resulting MQER becomes a seed MQER. After that, for QE converting of the triangle T (b, d, c) , we should apply Splice operator at its three vertices (P b , P d , P c ), respectively, but the vertices P b and P c have three edges [ Fig. 10(c) ] and a selection problem occurs. To solve this selection problem, we classify the triangles into two types, the totally new triangles and the partially new triangles, depend on whether their edges and vertices are generated already or not. The totally new triangles have only the edges and the vertices, which are not shared with the seed MQER constructed. The partially new triangles, however, share some of their edges and vertices with the seed MQER constructed previously. For example, the vertices, P b , P c , and P d , the edges, E bc , E cd in Figs. 10(c) and 10(d) are shared with the MQER generated previously.
The totally new triangle
Since a totally new triangle has no dependency with the seed MQER constructed already, without considering its neighborhood, it can be processed independently. Thus, its quad edge conversion is easily done by applying Splice operator at each vertex, respectively, as shown in the procedure TotallyNewTriangle to QE( ). //splice at vertex c end procedure Figure 11 shows the QE conversion of the totally new triangle. Figure 11(a) shows a given totally new triangle, Figs. 12(b)-12(d) show the procedure of applying Splice operations at each vertex. The Splice at each vertex constructs a CCW vertex link, which consists of the edges sharing the same origin vertex, and also constructs a CCW face link, which consists of the edges sharing a common left face or right face. The resultant three vertex links and two face links obtained after above operations are shown in Fig. 4(b) . 
The partially new triangle
In a totally triangle, its quad edge conversion is done by applying Splice at each vertex. Since its vertices have only two incident edges, we can easily determine two operands of the Splice. The partially new triangles, however, share their vertices and edges with the seed MQER already generated. As a result, their common vertices have three incident edges and more. This fact results in a problem of how to determine two operands of Splice for a valid MQER construction. For example, let us consider two triangles shown in Fig. 12(a) . Assume that T (a, b, c) is processed already and T (b, d, c) is a partially new triangle being processed. Since T (a, b, c) and T (b, d, c) share two vertices P b and P c and a quad edge QE bc , to attach a new quad edge QE bd to the vertex P b , we must apply the Splice with two operands; one is QE bd and the other should be selected from QE ba and QE bc . Then, we call the selected edge as a candidate (quad ) edge. If we select wrong candidate quad edge, the Splice operation results in an invalid QE construction. Since Splice is the only topological operator used when constructing and modifying the MQER, its properties give us a solution to the above selection problem. After consideration about the properties of Splice operator, we found out the following two characteristics.
• The Splice operator is commutative, i.e., Splice(a, b) = Splice(b, a).
• On QE construction of a manifold polyhedron, two operands of Splice should have the same origin vertex and also have the same left face to each other, as mentioned in the previous section.
The first one tell us that we do not need to worry about the order of operands of Splice. The second one gives us a solution of determining the candidate quad edge because its left face should be the same with that of a given quad edge. In Fig. 12(b) , for example, the left face (outside of T (a, b, c) ) of QE ba is the same with that of QE bd , but the left face of QE bc is T (a, b, c) . Thus, QE ba becomes the candidate quad edge of Splice operation to attach QE bd to a vertex P b . As a result of introducing the second characteristic, the problem of determining two operands of Splice is converted to a problem of finding a quad edge sharing its origin vertex and its left face with a new quad edge to be attached. This problem looks simple, but in most cases, it is not. Now let us consider a more general case of a partially new triangle T (a, b, c) being attached to the seed MQER, as shown in Fig. 13(a) . The edges incident on each vertex of T (a, b, c) include other edges as well as the edges of T (a, b, c) and were involved to construct a CCW vertex link at each vertex. Thus, each vertex of T (a, b, c) has three incident edges and more. Some of them were created previously (solid lines) and some not (dotted lines).
To attach a new quad edge QE ab of T (a, b, c) to the seed MQER, we should find a candidate edge as the other operand of Splice. To do this, if we apply the second characteristic of Splice mentioned previously, QE ax becomes the candidate edge because the quad edge QE ab separates the left face of QE ax , so that they share the same left face. From this result, we conclude that the problem of finding a candidate edge is done by comparing the left faces of the edges. However, it is difficult to compare the left faces of the edges because no left face is assigned to the new quad edge until its attaching is completed. To solve this problem, we need to keep neighborhood informations of the triangle gotten from the original manifold polyhedron. T (a, b, c) . The edges in the vertex link of MQER appear in the order they actually appeared, i.e., the order of the edges in the vertex link of MQER is the same with that of the edges incident on the vertex. So, the candidate edge, which share the same left face with a new quad edge being attached appears just before the quad edge being attached in the actual vertex link, i.e., the previous of QE ab is QE ax . Thus, if the order of the new quad edge is known in the actual vertex link, we can easily determine the candidate edge by selecting just the previous edge of the new edge with respect to a CCW order.
To keep the ordering information of the edges incident on each vertex of a given set of triangles, we construct an actual link l(v) at a preprocessing stage. Let us denote the set of vertices, the set of triangles, the number of vertices, and the number of triangles by V, T, N(V), and N (T), respectively. Then, the procedure Ordering Edges( ) constructs the ordering information of the edges at a preprocessing stage. As shown in Fig. 1 
Using the actual link obtained from the above procedure, we develop the algorithm finding a candidate edge. Let us assume that l(v) is an actual link of vertex v, vlink(v) is a vertex link at the vertex v of the MQER generated already, and QE vx is the new quad edge being attached to the vertex v. With these three parameters as inputs, the algorithm is developed as shown in the procedure Find Candidate Edge( ). To explain the details of the algorithm, let us consider two links of Fig. 14; Fig. 14(a) shows actual link l(v) constructed at the preprocessing stage and Fig. 14(b) shows a CCW vertex link vlink(v) at the vertex v in MQER. Our strategy to find e candidate as a previous edge of QE vx is to approach it progressively starting from arbitrary one (e y ) among the edges of vlink(v) as shown in Fig. 14(b) . However, since the new edge QE vx is not involved to vlink(v) until it is attached to MQER, it is difficult to traverse the edges in vlink (v) .
To solve this problem, after making a correspondence between the edges of two links vlink(v) and l(v), we traverse the edges of l(v) instead of vlink (v) . Then, the correspondence is obtained from the fact that the origin of the edges of l(v) has the same coordinate with the destination of the edges of vlink(v). In Fig. 14, e / / e y becomes the candidate edge end procedure After finishing the traversal, we keep e y as the candidate edge e candidate . In the algorithm listed above, the first two loops are for finding the corresponding edges between l(v) and vlink (v) , and the last loop is to traverse from e x to e n .
The combined incremental algorithm
Using the procedures mentioned above, we develop the incremental quad edge conversion algorithm of a manifold polyhedron. As shown in the procedure OFF to QuadEdge( ), after creating an actual link for each vertex at the preprocessing stage, our algorithm processes the triangles one by one incrementally.
procedure OFF to QuadEdge( ) begin procedure Ordering Edge( ); //make an actual link l(v) for each vertex v for each t i ∈ T //for each triangle in a set of given triangles T if t i is a Totally New Triangle, then TotallyNewTriangle to QE( ) else //the case of a partially new triangle for each e k ∈ t i , k = 1, 2, 3 //for each edge of the triangle t i if e k is a new quad edge, then a = e k ; else continue; b = Find Candidate Edge( ); //find the candidate edge for splice(a, b)
Splice(a, b);
//apply Splice(a, b) end procedure
Implementation and Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed incremental quad edge conversion algorithm using C++ language in SGI Octane system. To verify that the algorithm works correctly, we also implemented a polygonal simplification algorithm using quad edge data structure. As input data, we used several polygonal manifold objects in OFF file format. In our simplification method, we first convert the given polygonal data (OFF) into its quad edge data representation using our incremental quad edge conversion algorithm mentioned previously. After that, for each vertex of the given data, we calculate a volume change occurred before and after removing the vertex, to access the neighborhood vertices of a vertex in person. After that, we sort the vertices in the increasing order based on their volume change. Finally, we repeatedly collapse the vertex, which has the minimum volume change among the remained 
